CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN CALSADILLA AND CARTILLO AND CALSADILLA AND [QUBPF/1]
CONCERNING ANLASH/3, 13 APRIL 1965

In a conversation between Calsadilla and Cartillo, Cartillo says that
last night (12 April) as he was leaving with a group to see a flamenco show,
QUBPF/1 arrived with ANLASH/3. Cartillo apparently complains to Calsadilla
about QUBPF/1 going to the Embassy with ANLASH/3. Cartillo says that he
asked ANLASH/3 to join him because it was the only way he could get him out
of the Embassy. Calsadilla says that they have a cable from Cuba forbidding
them to have anything to do with "them". "Them" may also mean ANSH/3 (referred
to as "El Cojo") because he is also mentioned in the conversation.
Calsadilla tells Cartillo that he has told him several times not to see
ANLASH/3. He continues reprimanding Cartillo saying, "You don't have to say
anything to him, simply tell him you don't want to see him any more. If he
comes to the Embassy tell him he can't come in. There is no excuse for inviting
him to the show. Tell him the truth. Tell him not to call you again. I
have talked to you about this many times and what you have to do is follow in-
structions." Cartillo answers, "What I want to do is to get him out of here,
tell him to go away from here." Calsadilla continues insisting that he follow
instructions and not see ANLASH/3 again, that he has been telling him this for
ever two months.

Later on in a conversation with QUBPF/1, Calsadilla says that he found
out that QUBPF/1 took ANLASH/3 to the Embassy. QUBPF/1 answers that he had
him wait in the reception room because he wanted to see Cartillo. Calsadilla
repeats what he said to Cartillo—that they have strict orders not to bring
him or any of his kind to the Embassy.